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The Downside Up - Size

a number of outside maneuvers and sustained inverted flight. When test- ing these engines we installed crank- case pressure gauges and checked them in all ... 
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SUPPOSE THAT there are many in the Experimental Aircraft Association that have a certain dissatisfaction with their machines in that the silly engine quits when upside down. Having been bothered in the past by this problem, I was quick to order a pressure carburetor from Servair in Florida and install it on my Pitts "Special." A friend of mine, Harry Eyerly, also of Salem, was facing a similar predicament and we went about making the modifications together. The carburetion portions are relatively simple. Probably all of you are aware of the necessary modifications to have an engine carbureted upside down. The bigger problem in our minds was that of the oil system when flying along in this ridiculous position. With excellent cooperation from the Servair people, we quickly eliminated the carburetion problem and set about to investigate the inverted oiling possibilities. We got on the phone and talked to every authority from Rhode Island to California. I miscalculated my phoning one evening and got Joyce Case out of bed, for which I am sure she was not the least bit grateful, but she was gracious enough not to hang up in my ear. After putting all of the information together, none of it seemed totally adequate, although each had merit. It was at this point that we set about utilizing the suggestions of others to conglomerate our own idea of an inverted system. We made several errors in the process which entailed tearing the engine down a number of times to correct a minor engineering problem. One item that had been suggested was cutting the oil pick-up tube. We found that, for our purpose, this did not work well A slight misalignment of oil return holes, and other trivial problems, consumed time. Possibly we can eliminate some problems with this



article These ideas work for us. We do not suggest that they are the ultimate, but only that they will assist you. The result of the modifications of two Pitts "Specials", after severe testing, is that one of them will lose only a pint of oil after a 15 min. airshow performance, which includes a number of outside maneuvers and sustained inverted flight. When testing these engines we installed crankcase pressure gauges and checked them in all flight attitudes. The engine was able to retain zero pressure within the crankcase at all times. Part of the secret of not having blown seals and a drippy engine is in 32
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THE The subject of the article is this Pitts "Special" "M Girl",



N-2968G, o w n e d by Barnes of Salem, Oreg.



Bill



DOWNSIDE having adequate breathing. If you will notice in Fig. A, there are actually four engine breathers in operation. I suggest four, although three will work. Fig. A shows a side view of an engine, a manufactured bottom breather, an oil separator and the various components that are involved. The overboard vent that is suggested should run to the tail of the airplane and dump clear of the tailwheel. Fig. B permits you to dwell mentally on the problem and shows the aircraft in level flight with the oil in the normal position. The air movement through the oil separator is also indicated. Fig. B-2 shows the inverted position when the oil seeps past the surge plate to the upper end of the engine, filling the canister. The movement of air through various breathers is indicated. Fig. B-3 shows the engine returning to level flight and the oil being returned to the sump. One engine we have modified had the canister placed beside the engine with the top of the canister about level with the magnetos and



the bottom of the canister at about the bottom of the engine base. The other aircraft has a canister mounted totally above the engine, crossways above the magnetos. This mounting position is far superior and the oil loss is greatly reduced. Here the secret, of course, is to have the largest possible oil/air canister fitted in the existing space. More important, it must be mounted high, Fig. C shows the surge plate manufactured from .060 in. aluminum for mounting on a Lycoming 0-290-D2. It's rather self explanatory if you are familiar with the internal workings of your powerplant. The oil return hole must be properly positioned as it is very critical and will vary with each engine model. This plate serves the function of stopping the oil from rushing to the top of the engine when you go inverted but lets it drip down rather rapidly through the % in. seep holes. When returned to the upright position, the flapper valve opens and almost instantaneously refills the
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MANUFACTURED BOTTOM BREATHER — OVERBOARD VENT MA N



. UFACTURED SUMP PLUG



By William C. Barnes 1230 Ewald Avenue, SE. Salem, Oreg.



FIG. A



MANUFACTURED SURGE PLATE



SHADED INDICATES MODIFICATION



CANISTER MAY BE ANY SHAPE TO FIT EXISTING SPACE.



MAY BE OPERATED WITHOUT BOTTOM BREATHER BUT UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS OF NEGATIVE G LOAD 4 TO 5 LBS CRANKCASE PRESSURE WILL BE EXPERIENCED ——— RESULT 2 QT. LOSS IN 15 MIN. ACTIVE AEROBATICS.



OVERBOARD VENT



WITH BOTTOM BREATHER ZERO PRESSURE IS MAINTAINED IN ALL ATTITUDES ——— LOSS 1 QT. PER HOUR. CANISTER MUST BE SET AS HIGH AS POSSIBLE. SUGGEST 2 QT. CANISTER MINIMUM.



The rubber-hose tail-vent extension on the Pitts "Special", N-2968G.



crankcase with any oil remaining in the engine. The parts shown in Fig. D are a cover plate that attaches to the surge plate and the flapper valve door to cover the one in. holes in the surge plate. Fig. D-3 is optional but is recommended as it will allow better breathing. It actually becomes an internal breather. The dip stick fits inside. The bottom or shoe portion, of this tube should be V* in. from the sump bottom.



FIG. B OIL SEPARATOR OPERATION



Fig. E shows the sump pan with



NOTE



the surge plate and its parts in



place and about to be assembled. gaskets on assembly. accessory case vent. are quite critical and dependent upon this



I suggest two Fig. F is the The clearances the system is vent.



o;*'/ 4 " OIL SEEP HOLES o-*



LEFT LOOKING DOWN



1/16" OFFSET FROM CENTER HOLES FOR SEE NOTE



1 Va"



#1 RETURN HOLE SHOWN FOR 0290D2 POSITION WILL VARS. WITH MODEL. #2



OPENING FOR OIL PICK-UP TUBE POSITION WILL VARY SLIGHTLY FOR EACH ENGINE. THIS OPENING ALLOWS INSERTION. CUT & FIT A COVER PLATE TIGHT AROUND TUBE FOR MINIMUM OfL SEEPAGE.



#3



RIVET ANCHOR NUTS SAFETY WIRED FOR COVER.



We found that the oil splash-



ing by the gears in the accessory case housing could be drawn out through this vent and a splash guard as well as two % in. weep holes were fitted later to prevent this situation. Fig. G shows the oil separator canis-



ter in a cutaway view. The entire assembly can be any shape or size (Continued on next page)



OIL RETURN SEE NOTE #]



#4 DIP STICK HOLE 1/2" OFF POSITION LINE. EACH ENGINE WILL VARY.



SPORT AVIATION
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Downside U p . . . (Continued from preceding page)



that will fit extremely high in your engine compartment and be large enough to retain whatever oil is lost from the engine during inverted flight. A slip tube in one canister that we manufactured was made of aluminum, but was then weighted with lead. The heavier slip tube is suggested, although both operate satisfactorily. Stainless steel valve parts would also work well and the inherent weight would be advantageous. When mounting the canister, it is suggested that provisions be made for easy removal as this canister should be cleaned thoroughly every year to remove oil and water sludge that will prevent free operation of the slip tube. Fig. H is a sketch of an oil separator designed to fit above the magnetos and the body is aluminum. In this horizontal canister, you will find that regular farm irrigation pipe will do the job nicely. The slotting or castellated effect of the drain tube to the sump
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is necessary for a complete drain. The canister should be positioned so that when the aircraft is at rest this castellated drain tube is in a vertical position. I have chosen to use Aeroquip hose and fittings for all liquid throughout my Pitts "Special." Although this type of fitting is rather expensive, it is rewarding in its operation. However, I am sure that other types of systems would be equally satisfactory. For sustained inverted flight, a recirculating pump will be necessary. We find that our system works quite well. I like to make it a point not to remain inverted for more than two minutes without at least returning to a right-side-up position to allow the oil to return to the sump so that the cycle may then be repeated. To those who have not experienced having a machine with an operable engine while inverted, two minutes is a long time. It will certainly allow any maneuver that you and your airplane are capable of. I have been extremely careful as to



the quality of installation of all of the fittings and have a machine that runs totally clean. Following a 15 minute show or an afternoon of playing, the only residual oil found is at the tail vent. Again, I do not suggest that this is the ultimate, but if it will assist some builders, they are welcome to utilize it. It works very well on two Pitts "Specials." My aircraft, N-2968G, will climb to 1,000 ft. in 30 sec. rightside-up and will climb to 700 ft. in the same length of time inverted. With an inverted system that is not building up internal crankcase pressure and a good carburetion system, the engine that is properly tuned will excel over many higher powered aircraft. The possibility is there and this is a good wintertime project. If you think you really know how to fly, get your hands on a plane that has a down-side-up capability. Suddenly, you are a student pilot again. The pleasure of having a total airplane has to be experienced.
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SEE NOTE 4— PART J. MUST BE FITTED TC EACH STAINLESS RIVETS ONLY SHOE PLATE WITHIN VA" OF SUMP BOTTOM.
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SKETCH—NOT TC SCALE.""* PART 1 SEE NOTE 2



SURGE PLATE PART 2 PIANO HINGE RIVETED TO .060 ALUMINUM FLAPPER DOOR



Fig. D



FULL SIZE



Fuel and oil pressure gauges are in the upper left area of the panel for easy reference when inverted. ACCESSORY GEAR CLEARANCE IS CRITICAL



SURGE PLATE DURING CONSTRUCTION PLATE BELOW RIGHT MAG
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USE 2 GASKETS FOR ASSEMBLY



Fig. E 34
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The Downside Up 

Part of the secret of not having blown seals and a drippy engine is in. 32 AUGUST 1969 ... V* in. from the sump bottom. Fig. E shows the sump pan with the surge ...
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The sit-up 

tional motion analysis was used to measure segmental positions; and surface EMG was recorded .... subjectâ€”wearing brief shorts and, in the case of female .... so that the voltage recorded across the circuit indicated .... city of the trunk (Fig.
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plate such a project do not have any real idea of just how ..... slipstream when slowing the airplane with power on. .... they have hold of a tiger or a pussy cat.
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The Sportplane Builder - Size 

Oct 12, 1980 - the hard tempered aluminum alloys require much larger radii than does 4130 steel. ... been heat treated after forming. If a very small radius is ...
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The Sportplane Builder - Size 

GLUE JOINT once assembled, as in a laminated spar boom for example, must be assumed to be safely bonded. There is no practical way to test it without.
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The Sportplane Builder - Size 

Sep 12, 1980 - stallation and alignment problems which would not exist if the structure were in one piece. Don't let these introductory remarks dupe you into ... off and other even more serious consequences. ... soon develops into a mental attitude h
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The Geschwender Equation - Size 

Mar 28, 1997 - developing a solution to a new prob- lem, but all they are ... right kind of knowledge from the right .... In general, he says you can ... of trivia: the word Nebraska is report- edly an ... surrounds the aero/auto question. There is a
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The Glider - Size 

We will be updating our web site as we make further ... In fact, from the training vehicle to the record-setting vehicle, there is a complete gamut .... A few examples of all-metal gliders are available, but this method of construction requires .... 
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The Sportplane Builder - Size 

roughly sketching each control unit and tallying the items needed at each end. In any cable operated system, for example, you will need at least 7 turnbuckles.
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The Sportplane Builder - Size 

A filler neck should have a large enough diameter .... DRILL HOLES TO IMPROVE ... pipe threaded portion which screws directly into the fuel ... WEIGHT OF.
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The Designee Corner - Size 

Should that happen, the oil tank must be shielded from the muffler with an asbestos backed metal baffle. A typical installation as shown in Figure 2 with its com-.
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The Terminal Advantage - Size 

ence) by the world's best electrical, electronic and ... in industrial distributors nearly every- where. ... builder manual, and factory support; no need for special ...
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The Sportplane Builder - Size 

proof quality and as long as the film is unbroken, it will provide superior ... closely for cracks or signs of undue stress before you de- cide that the fitting is good ...
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The Designee Corner - Size 

Oct 14, 1973 - who acquires his engine complete from the firewall ... bing some small hard object such as a ... seal material used in store-bought air- craft.
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The Avionics Master - Size 

to connect or disconnect the avionics from the electrical ... curs when the electric motors in airplanes stop. A mo- tor is an .... to run the large gauge wires from the.
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The Designee Corner - Size 

obstructing access to other engine components. ... long the life of the automotive pipe exhaust system pro- ... it is difficult to weld and tricky to drill holes into. In es ...
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Control the Flow - Size 

Mar 30, 2006 - being optimal; sharp edges where the inlet plunges from the skin surface; and an ... near the front end of an aircraft and scoop-style inlets placed farther aft. ... meaning builders put nicely rounded edges on their. NACA scoops ...
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Attaching the Fan - Size 

Usually a tapered shaft has a keyway (see Figure 3). Finding cracks within the keyway's corners isn't uncommon, and most. A&P mechanics recommend using a.
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Where's The CG? - Size 

many hours mentally filling his log book with "flying" ... books on the subject that one could (and should) study â€” ... acts at the proper fore and aft and vertical.
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Fuel's the Tool - Size 

better illuminate my charts. There is .... fuel flow out of the aux tank into the main ... Jeff prepare a test loading procedure .... the ER tanks with mineral spirits and.
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Bob Marley & The Wailers - Get Up Stand Up. - Rufusdrums.com 

Bob Marley & The Wailers - Get Up Stand Up. 1/2. Drums/Batterie : Carlton "Carlie" Barrett. Album : Burnin' (Island Records) 1973. 3' 16". Roots Reggae.
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Bob Marley & The Wailers - Get Up Stand Up. - Rufusdrums.com 

Bob Marley & The Wailers - Get Up Stand Up. 1/2. Drums/Batterie : Carlton "Carlie" Barrett. Album : Burnin' (Island Records) 1973. 3' 16". Roots Reggae.
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From the Designee File - Size 

EAA's first Mid-Winter Business Meeting will be held from 1:00 P.M. (C.S.T.) Friday, February 3, through Sunday noon, February 5, 1967, at Inter- national EAA ...
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The Whatley Torque Stand - Size 

Jan 12, 1982 - Well, look closely â€” this particular VW conversion has the prop mounted on the flywheel end of the crankshaft rather than ... storage. FIGURE 1. HORSEPOWER AND TORQUE ... round bar or tubing to preserve a well defined ...
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